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AD eDiscovery® + Relativity®:

New integration helps speed the e-discovery process from identification through document review
With the most robust collection capabilities available and built on the industry’s most trusted, court-cited FTK®
processing engine, AD eDiscovery® gives teams a forensically sound, totally integrated solution to more efficiently
and cost-effectively manage the complete e-discovery process, from identification through first-pass review.
And now, through adding the ability to directly export data from AD eDiscovery into the Relativity® comprehensive
platform for data review, users get a truly unmatched solution for managing the complete end-to-end e-discovery
workflow.

Here’s how it works:
No more frustrating, time-consuming load files! When
ready to move data from AD eDiscovery to Relativity, simply
select “Direct Export into Relativity” from the available load
file generation options.

Send data directly into a Relativity workspace. Enter your
Relativity user credentials and specify an existing Relativity
workspace. Then map the AD eDiscovery fields to the Relativity
fields of the workspace you selected. The available template
with 28 commonly used pre-mapped fields helps make the
mapping process even easier and faster.

Complete Export History. Once fields are mapped, just click
to export the files and metadata directly to your Relativity
workspace―no load file needed! You’ll get a comprehensive
report of the export history once complete.

Learn more about AD eDiscovery at accessdata.com/products-services/ADeDiscovery
or visit our page on the Relativity Partner Hub at relativity.com/ediscovery-software/app-hub/

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, AccessData® offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your
hands. For over 30 years, AccessData has worked with more than 130,000 clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations
and law firms around the world to understand and focus on their unique collection-to-analysis needs. The result? Products that empower
faster results, better insights, and more connectivity. For more information, visit www.accessdata.com
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